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Family friendly, campy, side scrolling shooter

Infinite play-ability in Endurance mode

Full Story Mode
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Dodge and shoot in classic arcade style action

Boss fights and mini boss fights

Endurance mode where waves get harder and harder

Experience a great comic book story in story mode

Unique growth mechanic - finding a balance in size to damage is key

Tracked stats and leader boards

Procedural generated enemies making the game change a little bit each time you play

Random dad jokes

Endurance mode for ramping difficulty and high scores

Every shot makes you grow in size and strength, but get slower in the process

Many tracked stats with corresponding leader boards to match

Local Co-op

Kid friendly content

A two Man Dev Team

Passionately working on our off hours to make games you'll love

A true indie studio working on our dream
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cornflower corbin

BOMBER ♥♥♥♥INA X

XBOX BOMBER. cheap try at a bad physics game. Let\u2019s talk about platformers. My favorite of all time is Super Mario 2.
It gave you the option to pick one of four characters, each of whom had different abilities. If you chose the correct one, you got
through the level a lot easier than if you chose poorly. In Three Dead Zed, you not only get to swap characters, you get to do it
mid-level! It becomes not only necessary to choose the right Zombie, but it also becomes a skill one must master in order to
proceed further into the game. Not only is this ingenious, it\u2019s a hell of a lot of fun!

The puzzles increase in complexity and difficulty as you progress (Which is what you would expect), and it keeps you
entertained. I especially love how a nice splatter of your former self remains after you die and are reborn to try the level again.

The Controls are great if you have a controller. Xbox360 recommended, but if you are familiar with playing FPS games on a
keyboard, you won\u2019t find any difficulty here. The controls are mapped out in a good way and you can change them if you
like. I switched it to Minecraft controls and found it was easier to go with the defaults so I switched back.

The Artwork is amazing! I love the zombies and the detail that went into the animations of the game. The background
animations and static images are well placed and look great. I don\u2019t know much about the difficulty in lighting games, but
the shadows and lighting seemed to be really well done. This helped to provide a really enjoyable and differing environment
throughout my gameplay.

The sound effects are well suited for the game and can be quite funny at times. The music is similar to 8-bit gaming, which
rings my nostalgia bell so I enjoyed that as well.

3DZ is a lot of fun and adds something new to both the platformer and zombie genre\u2026 which in this day and age, is
something to admire. Three types of zombies means three times the fun! If you are a fan of zombie stuff, get the game! If you
are a fan of platformers, get the game! And if you are a fan of both, why haven\u2019t you already gotten the game?
. I love this game! I wish there was more to it especially in the epilogue.. 0\/10 you can move your neck too much.. is the boom
boom puzzle bubble. The Game it's not Working in Windows 10. Pity because it's very good game. Fix it or remove it. If you
played the original Puzzle Quest but thought it wasn't quite bland enough, then this game is for you!. I once had a bag of
macaroni. One day, I dropped that open bag and it all fell out. But instead of being sad, I started up Macrame instead, sacrificing
many other bag of macaroni.

so I guess you can say I have a personal connection with this game. you know, if you replaced my macaroni with my daughter
instead.

basically the same thing.

10/10. Really fun game, but old as well. Relentless on attacking you when it comes to the troop building part. So yes you can
make units and control a few variety. you also find yourself alone sometimes too with your hero in campaign. hit and run is a
great tactic.
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You don't play CALENDULA. CALENDULA plays you.. This game is like a faster paced towerfall except with demons and
shotguns. The gameplay is really fun and addicting but it lacks in playable levels, guns, and characters. It was made with Unity.
Hopefully the devs make this game bigger since it really is a hell-of-a-lot of fun. Oh, and its funny as hell too. The angel is the
funniest and the commentator sounds like the dude from honest trailers: "Frag em all." All in all, if you want a funny game the
play with your mates, this could be a good hour spent but if you're looking for hours of gameplay, look elsewhere. Until they
add more to the game like interesting levels, a level editor, more characters, more guns, more traps, more awesomeness, I cannot
fully say that this game is amazing enough to warrant it a perfect score. I give it a 6-7/10.

Edit 07/07/2018

After two years of owning this game. Nothing has changed. They should have included a basic workshop mode. It would have
made the game leaps and bounds better. This is why games like Towerfall, Stickfight, and Duck game are way better. Could
have been amazing but whatever.

Save your money and pass this up at full price. Only buy it on sale. You'll get like 1-2 hours out of this game before it gets old. 1
gun on the same types of maps = boring.. Seven-Of-Nine is in this from star trek voyager.............she looks old in
this...............real old................

ruined my memmory of 7 of 9

the only really GOOD episode is RAIDEN as its very smartly done while the others are just terrible. This is really an ultra
simplistic game with very simple game mechanics. I am not even sure if it is possible to loose, maybe you can if you go AFK
during a mission or something, and even if you did, it seem that there are no penlties at all for 'dying' other than starting a
mission over again. The missions are also almost indentical in nature so it gets repeitive very quickly.

In short, this is a boring game and not worth your money, let alone time.. This game is awful.

Honestly, it is one of the most luck based games I seen in my life, the idea of playing this in ironman mode is unthinkable, any
encounter, and I mean ANY ENCOUNTER can be deadly for the first 10 hours you play it, not to mention the absurd low
amount of time you have to do the missions, even after you complete it, if you don't return to the city in time the mission fails
and you loose reputation, and it's not a little, if you fail a SINGLE mission because of the ridiculous low amount of time you
have to do them, you loose the equivalent of 5-6 successful missions, so if you fail one single mission due to RNG you just
wasted 2-3 hours of gameplay.

But wait, you did kill the raiders? yes, but that does not matter, I was 5 minutes too late.

And how do you get better gear? only unlockable by gaining reputation.

Armor in the game is borderline useless, it's practically a consumable on the melee character, it breaks in 1-2 hits.

You also can't hire other mercenaries until your renown is high enough, but to get renown you need to do missions that are
completely RNG.

Combat is also determined almost always by who is lucky enough to land the first hit, even if you move your units in a way that
you will be the one to deal the first hit, if you miss, it's usually game-over.

I do not recommend this game AT ALL, I love this genre, but this game is absurdly poorly balanced. this dose not work for my.
I would recommand reading Frosty Kiss special if you didn`t read Everlasting Summer before.
Because then the expertations are not to high.

It is a good short Visual Novel what is some kind of unoffical expention Ending to Everlasting Summer, with some small
choices . Overall it`s interresting enough, that cause me to look for the Everlasting Summer to read the beginning and for this
i`m happy and greatful what I read Frosty Kiss.

The music and art in the novel is really good, the only small thing what was strang at the beginning that it`s starts all in russian, I
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select screen for the languae would have bin better, but thats just a small thing.
. An awesome game but need more improvement in details

Less than 3 weeks:
We are still on track for our August 17th release. We have all the levels done, just working on polishing and a ton of stat
tracking so the leaderboards can spur some friendly competition. We are also working on a Workshop integration so that all the
dialog in the game can be changed, for fun or for other languages. Seems like a good test case for our large release of Violent
Sol later this year. Lots of work still to do, better get back to it. Thanks for reading.. Violent Sol Kickstarter:
We are happy to announce that our next project is now on Kickstarter. It's a much bigger game that will be heavily moddable
with nice long story line. Get more information on Kickstarter now!

https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/651297750/violent-sol
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. Comic Book Tutorial Update and More:
Hey everyone,

We've made some great updates to Cornflower Corbin. We heard some feedback and have created a new tutorial to inform
everyone how to play. Of course we did not just do your normal tutorial, we made Paul, the dad joke telling clown fish, tell you
how to play. We didn't stop there, so there are some mystery updates as well, enjoy.

 Feature Updates. Instructions for Play!:
So, we launch tomorrow, so I wanted to take this opportunity to explain a couple things.

Basic controls. Use WASD on the keyboard to move, or the left analog stick on a controller. Pretty standard stuff there right?
Space Bar or the Right Trigger will shoot. Use Enter or the 'A' button to advance on buttons or in the comic books stories. You
can turn on/off sounds and music in the options menu, available off the main menu and the pause menu (ESC or the start button
in game). You can also go windowed mode or border-less windowed mode. We do not do a true full screen.

Basically, you need to navigate your way through the levels and defeat the bosses along the way. Shooting causes you to grow,
growing makes your lasers stronger, but also makes you slower and easier to get hit. This is an arcade style game so there are no
continues, you have to make it through from end to end with the lives given. It's not easy, are you up for the challenge?

To help you out, these are the power ups you will see in the game.

Krill is what you will see to heal you:
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Purple Power Ups give you double damage:

Red Power Ups give you a triple split laser:

Blue Power Ups give you a shield:

We also offer an endurance mode, that is a single life, wave clearing never ending run. Basically a score chaser for the leader
boards. You can play the story levels on a single level basis after you beat the level.

That's basically it guys. We hope you enjoy this fun little campy whale shoot 'em up. We have had fun making it.

In the near future we are going to offer Workshop for the dialog of the game, so someone can localize it for other languages or
tell a different story with the comics, and most importantly, tell different jokes. More on that later.. Demo Now Available!:
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We really want to see people try out Corbin, because we think it is really fun when you get into it. So we put out a demo that
allows you to play one level of the game. The full version includes 5 levels, plus unlockable single level play for leaderboard
chasers, and an endurance mode that goes on forever to see what kind of crazy score you can get. Try it out today by simply
clicking the Download Demo button on the right side of the store page.
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